
Chapter-11 

Advaita Critique of Samavaya: 

Sarhkara and his followers. 

Sarhkara's Critique of the relation of samavaya is a part of his 

programmed of rejection of the Vai5e$ika thesis that the parama(lus 

are the ultimate constituents of the world. This is technically known 

as parama(lukara(lavada1 . Sarhkara's commentary on the Brahma 

Siltra (II.2.13) is the locus classicus of his critique of samavaya. 

The Siltra runs as follows: samavayabhyupagamacca 

samyadanavas-thitel}2 . The Siltra is interpreted as stating that the 

relation of samavaya cannot account for the creation and dissolution 

of the world. Sarhkara presents the atomic theory and then 

criticizes it. Commenting on the earlier sDtra (i.e.,II.2.12), Sarhkara 

argues that the conjunction which takes place between the separate 

atoms at the time of creation is due to some action like the one 

required to bring about the conjunction of threads into a piece of 

cloth. The action implies effort on the part of the soul or the impact 

of one thing like wind against another tree. The effort of the soul is 

possible only when the mind is joined with the soul and there is 

impact only after the creation of the products like wind, etc. But 

neither is possible in the state of dissolution for them, there is 

neither the physical body nor any evolved product nor thing except 

in its atomic condition. Creation out of atoms is inexplicable. If it is 

said that the principle of adr?ta, the unseen accumulation of merits 

and demerits causes the original motion of the atoms, where does it 

reside, in the soul or in the atoms? As a non-intelligent principle, 

adr?ta cannot be the cause of action. Nor can it be guided by the 

soul for, according to the Vai5e$ika, the soul is not intelligent. Even 

if it is said to reside in the soul, there will be no connection between 



the principle and the atom. If the unseen principle in the soul is said 

to be connected with the atoms indirectly, there will be perpetual 

activity and perpetual creation and therefore, no dissolution at all. 

In the absence of any definite cause of action, there will be no 

activity in the atoms and so no creation. Even dissolution will be 

impossible in the absence of any visible cause for the separation of 

atoms. Ramanuja asks whether adrsta resides in atoms or souls and 

rejects both views. 

Before we take up considering Sarilkara's explication of the 

Siltra on samavaya, we may clarify certain critical notions. 

As per the Nyaya-Vaise~ika position, samavaya is the relation 

that obtains between avayava and avayav1~ dravya and gu(la, 

nityadravya and vi5e$a, and jati and vyakti3 • The relation is itself a 

padartha, and from the point of view svatmaka-svarilpa

sambandha, it rests on the samavayJ. It is possible to look at 

samavaya from two angles, padartha d($ta and sambandha d($ta. 

According to the latter mode of apvehension, samavaya, by virtue 

of being itself a relation, it, on ics own, relates itself with the 

samavayi. This is what is called svatmaka-svarilpa- sambandha. 4 

The relata between which the rela-tion holds are called samavayi. 

For example, a, b are samavayr in aRb. Jati and vyakti are related 

in samavaya fashion, and hence both are samavayi or relata of the 

relation. The point can be put in another fashion. The relata of the 

samavaya relation are called anuyogi and pratiyogJ. The locus of the 

relation where the samavaya obtains 1s the anuyogi. In the present 

case, it is vyakti, while jati is the prdtiyogi. 

It should be noted that samavaya does not imply identity of 

the relata. Advaita holds that the t::arthen pot is only conceptually 

differentiated into earthenness and potness. This is only a 

vyavaharika distinction, but paramartha wise it is only earthen. The 
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identity incorporates the difference on the basis of identity. Advaita 

calls it bhedagarbhita abheda/ and holds the relation to be tadatmya 

sambandha. The samavaya relationship does not annul the 

difference between the relata. The Pt.Jrva- mlmamsakas argue that 

both the difference and the identity are real, and they call it 

svanJpa- sambandha. This has partial resemblance with samavaya. 

Whereas Nyaya-Vai5e$ika admits san1avaya in order to retain the 

reality of the relata, Advaita endorses tadatmya. 

Commenting on the SOtra, Sc1rilkara argues that the relation 

of samavaya cannot account for the creation and dissolution of the 

world. A binary5 which inheres in two atoms is different from them 

and the relation of inherence whicn 1s equally different from two 

atoms must be inherent in them on account of a second relation in 

samavaya and so on ad infimturo. If samavaya is said to be 

eternally present in the things seer: here and before us, sarhyoga 

also may be said to be eternally cunnected with things which are 

joined together and need not depend on a further connection, 

samavaya. Both of them are different from the terms they relate. 

Sarilkara further argues that cJtoms may be essentially active 

or non-active or both or neither. If active, there will be no 

dissolution; if non-active, there would be no creation. Their being 

both is impossible because of mutual contradiction. If they were 

neither, their activity or non-activity would depend on an operative 

cause. Such causes as adr$ta being in permanent proximity to the 

atoms, permanent activity would result. If they are not operative 

causes, permanent non-activity will result. So the atomist view is 

untenable. 

Ramanuja says that if the samavaya related is eternal, that 

to which the relation belongs is al<,o eternal, and so the world is 

eternal. 



Sarhkara has raised the issue of samavaya again in 

connection of his commentary on the SDtra II.2.17 and says that 

the distinction between sarhyoga or conjunction of things which can 

exist separately and or inherence 01 connection of things which are 

incapable of separate existence is fucile since the cause which exists 

before the effect cannot be said to be incapable of separate 

existence. If it is argued that it is the effect which is inherent in the 

cause, the quality cannot exist independently and apart. How can 

the quality which has not come into existence be related to the 

cause at all? Nor can it be said that the effect comes into existence 

first and is then related with the cause for this would mean that the 

effect exists prior to its coming into existence and is capable of 

separate existence. The relation between the two is conjunction and 

not inherence. Again, there is no p~-oof to show that sarhyoga and 

samavaya are themselves actual entities beyond the things in which 

they exist as relations. Simply because things have names of their 

own and produce distinct cognition,; in us, it does not follow that 

they are actual entities. Things have an original nature of their own 

before they acquire a new nature Oil account of their being related 

with other things. Sarhyoga and samavaya have no nature of their 

own apart from what accrues to them from the relatedness of the 

things. Atoms cannot enter into 5ari7yoga with each other and 

sarhyoga of the soul with the atorns cannot be the cause of the 

motion of the latter and sarhyoga of the souls and manas cannot be 

the causes of cognitions for these hc~v~ no parts. If we are asked to 

assume samavaya because other\'\ ise the relation of that which 

abides and the abode is not possil)IE' we will be guilty of mutual 

dependence. 

One might ask, how does Sarhkara explain the relation of 

consciousness and its objects? For him, the relation is difficult to 

explain. It cannot be sarhyoga or contact, or samavtiya or 
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inherence. Yet consciousness is related to objects. Samkara 

suggests that the world is an appearance due to ignorance and so 

this appearance does not affect the cause in any way, even as a 

magician is not affected by the illusion, he creates for others. When 

the appearance of the world is saici to be anirvacanTya, all that is 

meant is that it is unique. We cannot describe it as existent or non

existent. The world is said to be sad-asad-vilak$a(1a and not non

existent. 

Samkara's commentary of tlte StJtra II.1.18 takes up the 

issue of samavaya in respect of cause and effect relationship. He 

holds that the effect exists before its origination and is non-different 

from the cause can be ascertained from reasoning. Experience 

teaches us that if we wish to produce curd, earthen jars or gold; we 

do not employ clay for curds, or milk for making jars. If the effect 

were non-existent in the cause, all this should be possible. Besides, 

all the effects being non-existent in ':he cause, anything might come 

out of anything else. If it is argued that there exists in each cause 

power to produce a special effect, adsaya/ milk for curd and clay for 

jars, then we assume something ;Jrior to the effect which later 

becomes the effect. If the specific power is considered to be non

existent before its appearance, then the objection is valid that 

anything may come out of anything else. Is this specific power non

existent before its appearance or is it different from both cause and 

effect? The specific power view does not help us. If it is said that 

the cause and the effect do not appear different because they are 

held together by the connection known as samavaya/ we have to 

postulate a second connection and to explain that another and so on 

ad infinitum. If the latter, the cau::,e and the effect, will fall apart 

from each other and be totally unconnected, the relation of 

samavaya is unnecessary as expedence tells us that cause and 

effect are identical. If the relation between the cause and the effect 

is regarded as that which exists between the parts and the whole 



and if the two are said to be held together by samavaya/ the 

question arises whether the who resides in all the parts 

simultaneously or in some parts successively. If the former exists, 

the whole may not be perceptible at all. The other side of a jar may 

not be in contact with the eyes. lf the latter, we may infer the 

knowledge of the whole from the perception of a part. The 

knowledge of a part of the sword we hold in the hand makes us 

aware of the whole, though we have no perceptual knowledge of the 

whole on account of its being hidden in the sheath. The hidden 

parts of the sword are different frorn those of the sheath. Thus we 

introduce a new series of parts between the original parts and the 

whole or between the cause and th,~ effect. To pervade the second 

series of parts, a third will have to be devised and so on ad 

infinitum. In short, the effect will t1e further and further removed 

from the cause. The effect as a whole cannot be said to reside in 

each of the parts simultaneously, for in that case, it would be more 

than one whole. One man cannot rt:~side in two places at the same 

time. It is possible only when there are two men. The whole cannot 

reside in each one of the parts simultaneously in the manner in 

which one samanya or jati of cow is said to reside in each of the 

cows simultaneously. For as every cow manifests the samanya or 

general character, every part of cause might manifest the whole of 

the effect. This is not invariably experienced. Besides, if the whole 

were to reside fully in each part, one may as well the milk of the 

cow from her horns. Again, if the t:'ffect be non-existent before its 

origination, there would be no notion of origination itself because 

origination implies a reference to the particular effect and the 

substratum in which it takes place. Unless the existence of the jar is 

assumed before it is produced, in the form of its cause, clay, the 

sentence 'the jar is produced' will have no meaning. If it is argued 

that origination is the connection of the effect with the existence of 

the cause, we ask, how can something which has not yet obtained 

existence enter into connection wiU, something else? Connection is 
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possible of two existing things only, and not one existing and one 

non-existent thing or of two non-existing things. Only existing 

things can be spoken of as having limitations. Absolute non

existence or what is altogether featureless cannot be spoken of as 

'being prior to' origination. To say that the son of a barren woman 

was king before Purl}avarman is absurd. For, the son of a barren 

woman is not only non-existent l)ut is an unreality and so no 

temporal limitation can be set to him. Even so, at no time will be 

the absolute non-existence of the effect, viz. a jar be a reality, 

whatever may be the efforts of the potter. If the existent can never 

become existent, the asat-karya-vadin may ask, what the purpose 

of the operative causes, the potter, etc. is. If the effect exists in the 

cause and is non-different from it, where is the need of the potter to 

bring out a jar into existence? As tne potter puts forth effort, one 

must assume the non-existence of the effect prior to its origination. 

To this the answer is that the operative agents arrange the cause in 

the form of the effect. Even the fan n is not absolutely new. A mere 

change in form does not transform one thing into an altogether 

different thing. People may be seen in different moods and yet they 

are recognized as the same. If it is -Jrgued that they are recognized 

as the same persons because their conditions are not separated by 

death, the case of the jar is diflerent because the clay is as 

destroyed. Sarhkara says that tht:· analogy is not correct. Milk 

continues to exist in a different form when we say that it has 

become curd. Even when the continued existence of the cause is 

not perceived, when the seed is not seen to exist in the tree, we 

have to notice the earlier stages of ::he tree such as the sprouts, to 

know that they are the later stages Jf the seed. It is the seed which 

becomes visible in the form of its ~,)rout, with the accumulation of 

particles of matter. It becomes invisible, not non-existent, when the 

sprouts change into something else. 



On the asat-karya-vada the operative agents have no purpose 

to serve. For it, non-existence cannut be the object of every activity 

as the sky cannot be modified in any way by weapons. Nor can the 

cause clay which is said to be samavayi and existent be the object 

of the activity of the operative agent, for if the effect which is non

existent is to arise from a cause which is different in nature then 

anything may arise from anything else. If it is said that the effect is 

nothing but the specific power of the cause, the sat-karya-vada is 

accepted. The effect exists prior to its origination in the form of the 

cause and is identical with it ancj so is it that everything else 

becomes known, when Brahman, tht: cause is known. 

In relation to Samkara's crit1que of samavaya, it would be 

relevant to discuss the views of some other Vedantins. First, we 

take Citsukha, and later, Vyasatlrtha. 

(1) To take Citsukha's obj~ctions in the Tattvapradipika 

against the definitions of Prasastapada and Udayana. The definition 

of inherence offered by Prasastapada is as that the relation which 

holds between two inseparable entities standing as the substratum 

and the superstatum and gives r se the awareness 'it is here' 

(" ayutasiddhanam-adharyyadharabhiJtanam ya(l sambandha 

ihapratyayahetu(l sa samavayal}"). Utsukha's objections against the 

definition of samavaya about the sdf-relation of the determinans

determinant ( vi5e$a(la-vi'Se$ya) type between the entities like the 

absence of jar and the ground is avyapti 6 • First, the self-relation 

(svariJpa-sambandha) is an insepdrable relation like inherence. 

Secondly, any two relata of the self-relation like the absence of jar 

and the ground may be said as the substratum and the 

superstratum. Thirdly, as inherence is held to be responsible for the 

cognition 'it is here', so the self-relc~tion also may be said to stand 

for the cause of the cognition '1t is here'. The above three 

possibilities related to the self-rt:';ation and inherence like the 
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absence of jar and the ground proves to be a case of avyapti. 

Pratyagrupa, in his annotation, NayanaprasadinJ, elucidates that the 

locus of the ground is not anything other than the ground, and the 

locus of the ground is nothing but its parts which are not different 

from the ground7 • Again in case of sdf-relation, the absence of a jar 

and the ground are to exist as suL1stratum and superstratum like 

inherence. The third view holds that when the absence of jar on the 

ground is cognized, the cognition is certainly the cognition of 'it is 

here'. So there is no difference between self-relation and inherence, 

i.e. inherence includes the self-relat1on; as a result, it proves by 'it 

is here'8 as avyapti. 

Now if we try to defend the relation of inherence between the 

cloth and its colour as two positive entities; then it is too weak a 

case to do. But according to the Nyaya-Vaise~ika, this relation is not 

inherence. It belongs to the self-re1at1on. So there is no possibility 

to establish Prasastapada's definition of inherence admitting the 

cognition 'it is here'. 9 

Further, if the Nyaya-Vaisesika admits that the relation 

between the colour and the cloth is taken as the determinans and 

the determinant then the defect of over avyapti would be removed. 

But the difficulty arises in this way that all the cases of the relation 

between the determinans and the determinant of the inherence 

include the relation between the determinans and the determinant 

of the self-relation also10 • 

Citsukha raises a similar objection against Udayana's 

definition11 • Udayana defines inherence as an eternal relationn. But 

Citsukha considers it as too wide or· ativyapti, since it over covers 

the self-relation of the determinans and determinant type. The 

Nyaya-Vaise~ika's view is that the self-relation consists of the non-



eternal determinans and determinant. But Citsukha does not accept 

this view for two reasons: 

First, it cannot prevent the ativyapti of the self-relation. In the 

cognition of the absence of colour 1n air, the absence of the colour 

is known as determinans and air to be the determinant, and the 

relation between the absence of colour and an atom of air is the 

self-relation of the determinans and the determinant type. Now the 

relation between the absence of the colour and a jar is non-eternal, 

then the relation between the absence of the colour and a jar is also 

non-eternal because both possess the relation between the 

determinans and the determinant. So the self-relation being non

eternal is to be included inherence and that proves the defect of 

ativyapti. 

Secondly, if the relation of inherence is being eternal between 

two eternal relata, the relation of self-relation is also eternal in this 

sense that two relata are to be related with ubiquitous substances 

which are eternal. Here it is also proved that Udayana's definition of 

inherence falls under the defect of o·;ercoverage13 • 

(2) Citsukha tries to prove fl:rther that there is no proof in 

favour of inherence. The Naiyayikas say that perception is the proof 

of inherence, while the Vai5e$ikas admit that inference is the proof 

of inherence14 • But Citsukha rules uut both the views. The Nyaya 

view of inherence which is recognized by perception will be rejected 

by Citsukha along with Vallabha, an eminent Vaise$ika 

philosopher15 • Citsukha argues that rf inherence is perceived then it 

will have to be treated either as che basis of awareness of the 

substratum, or as the basis of the dWareness of the superstratum, 

or as the basis of the awareness cf oath the substratum and the 

superstratum. But he shows that nune can be enough to prove the 
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inherence as perceptible relation. ln that case inherence may be 

held responsible neither for the cognition of the substratum, nor for 

the superstratum, nor for botn the substratum and the 

superstratum. 

One may argue that the perception of inherence occurs when 

we cognize the tie between a universal and the individual having 

that universal; it will also be in vain. If so, then either inherence is 

related with a universal and the individual having that universal, or 

with the quality and the substance having that quality, or as a mere 

relation. But Citsukha argues that neither can be enough to prove 

the inherence as perceptible. The first alternative ultimately leads to 

infinite regress; because the relation between a universal and the 

individual having that universal, it may require another relation. 

Secondly, in the case of second alternative, it falls in another 

problem in this way that the relatior. between quality and substance 

being perceived by its quality not bf a universal and the individual 

having that universal. Thirdly, if 1t is known as the relation of 

inherence is mere a relation, then no relation actually being 

cognized is absurd. The relation as a relation can be the object of 

knowledge and related with its relat<,. So 'a mere relation' cannot be 

presupposed to identify the inherence as perceptible relation. So 

Citsukha comes to the conclusion tr1at perception is not a proof of 

inherence. 

The Vaise~ika view that inferc~nce is a proof of inherence is 

also rejected by Citsukha16 • He says chat there is no such prabans to 

prove that inherence is cognized by inference. The Vaise~ikas may 

possibly offer an inference that tne cognition of 'it is here' is 

preceded by some relation because it is an uncontradicted cognition 

of 'it is here'. In this inference, the subject (pak$a) is the cognition 

of 'it is here' which excludes the self-relation. The prabandum 

( sadhya) of this inference is the pr ccedence of some relation. The 



prabans (hetu) of the inference is being the uncontradicted 

cognition 'it is here'. So Citsukha thinks that the relation, of which 

above inference is anticipated to be a proof, is not inherence. As a 

result, the inference may be said to suffer from the defect of 

asserting the asserted17. 

Again the Vaise~ika may argue that inherence is inferred as 

the basic relation (mtJ/asambandha) and on the basis of this 

relation, other relation would emerye 18 • But it is also defective, as 

because when we take the examples like 'the absence of a jar is on 

the ground' and 'the colour-inherence is in the cloth'; the prabans of 

an inference is known to reside in both, that which is the locus of 

the prabandum as well as which is not the locus of the prabandum; 

the inference is said to be the fallacy of sadhara(la anaikantika19 • So 

Citsukha concludes that inference in any such consideration is not 

valid as a proof of inherence. 

Thus, Citsukha shows that neither perception nor inference is the 

proof of inherence. 

In 'Tarkatam;Java', VyasatTrtha belonging to the Madhva school 

of Vedanta discusses about the notion of var(la-s and has found 

some difficulties in the Nyaya-Vaisesika doctrine of inherence. First, 

he argues against the proofs of inherence, and secondly, he 

estimates certain detriments of the theory of inherence. 

According to the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika, var(la-s are abridgement 

gauges which are non-eternal qualities of the organ of audition 

which is nothing but akasa20/ and akasa is their inherent cause. The 

var(la-s, therefore, exist in the aka.:Ja by the relation of inherence. 

But VyasatTrtha does not admit l his Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theory of 

var!Ja. He raises the question again ;t var(la-s which is related with 

akasa by inherence21 from the Veda11ta point of view. There are two 
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reasons: (1) var(Ja-s is eternal and cJbiquitous substances22 , and (2) 

there is no proof in favour of inherer:ce23 • 

At first, we look over about the second objection that there is 

no proof of inherence. VyasatTrtha rejects the Nyaya view of 

perception as the proof of inherence24 . If inherence is perceived at 

all, then it must be perceived as either (a) the determinans 

( vise?a(1a) 25 , or (b) the determinant ( vise?ya) 26 , or (c) something is 

determined by inherence-hood (samavayatvarilpasvanJpa)27 , or (d) 

the relation (sarflsarga) 28 • But ultimately he shows that in no way 

inherence is perceived. 

The arguments are as follows: 

(a) If inherence is perceived as the determinans, then the 

determinans are to be cognized as 'these are inherent'. But since 

the perception of inherence is never cognized in that way, inherence 

cannot be said to be expressed as the determinans29 • 

(b) If inherence is perceived as the determinant, then the 

determinant is cognized as 'inhen~nce of these'. But since the 

perception of inherence is never expressed in that way, inherence 

cannot be said to be expressed as the determinant3°. 

(c) If inherence is perceivec as something determined by 

inherence-hood, then it is cognized as 'I know inherence'. But since 

the perception of inherence is never expressed in that way, 

inherence cannot be said to be perceived as something determined 

by inherence-hood31. 

(d) It cannot be said that inherence is perceived as a relation 

between a jar and its colour. But he1-e VyasatTrtha suggests that the 
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relation between a jar and its colour and the relation between the 

ground and the absence of something on it are not two different 

kinds of relations. As between the ground and the absence of 

something on it is perceived by any relation other than inherence, 

so between a jar and its colour also is determined by any other 

relation other than inherence. Thus inherence cannot be said to be 

perceived as a relation32. 

Again, Vyasatlrtha rejects the possibility of inherence as the 

proof of inherence laid by the Vai<;esikas. If the cognition of the 

relation between a cloth and its threads is to be inferred by 

inherence, then the inference suffers from the defect of 

asrayasiddhi which appears the unreality of the subject (pak$a). 

Here the thread is the material procJuction ( upadana) and the cloth 

is the product (upadeya). VyasatTrtha comments that there is no 

essential difference between the tNo 33 and for this, inference is 

fallacious. 

So, according to Vyasatlrthal inference is not the proof of 

inherence. 

Now here Vyasatlrtha cite:; four points of ontological 

inconsistencies which the Nyaya-v aise$ika doctrine of inherence 

involves called 'badhaka'34 • They are as follows: 

First, VyasatTrtha argues that ;f the relation between time and 

its Numbers is avowed to be self-relation; the avowance of 

inherence is useless35 ; because all ::he cases of inherence may be 

elucidated by self-relation. Again, if it is avowed by inherence, then 

the self-relation is useless; for all tr 1e cases of self-relation may be 

entertained as conjunction 36 • 



Secondly, the Nyaya-Vaise?ika esteems that the relation 

between quality etc. in one hand and its absence on the other hand 

may be entertained as self-relation. VyasatTrtha argues that their 

relation is endured to be self-relc~tion not because of that the 

counter-positive (pratiyogl) of the absence, or the object ( Vi$aya) of 

the knowledge, is the relation; but because of that the determinans 

( vi5e$a(Ja) is the relation. So by determinan-hood, the self-relation 

is to be included in the case of the relation between quality and 

substance, i.e. in between the cloth and its threads; for, according 

to VyasatTrtha, it is not justified to .~ndure inherence as a separate 

relation like self-relation; rather inherence is to be a self-relation37 , 

nothing more. 

Thirdly, according to the .\lyaya-Vai5e$ika, inherence is 

accepted to be a relation who differentiates a qualified cognition 

( visi$ta-jfiana) from a collective cognition (samOhalambana- jfiana). 

VyasatTrtha admits the distinctiori between the two kinds of 

cognition, but in order to establish, there is no admittance of 

inherence. For, in a relation, we see only the determinans and the 

determinant relation ( vi5e$a(Jatavis'e$ya) and this relation is the 

case of the qualificatory cognition 'tt1e jar is coloured'; here 'colour' 

means determinans, and 'jar' meaw determinant. So the relation of 

inherence is over covered 38 • 

Fourthly, inherence can neither oe conceived to be related by 

some other relation nor can it be sa1d to be self- related. If we may 

try to put another relation between inherence and its relata, then it 

involves infinite- regress39 • 

Thus, from the above discussion, we may conclude that 

Vyasatlrtha's objections are more 01 less to be justified against the 

possibility of inherence. For him/ inherence is not a separate 

relation which belongs to inconsistet ,cy. 
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5. A binary is molecule composeo of two atoms. It is the first 

atomic product. 

6. "na syadayutasiddhyadi samavayasya lak$a(lam. 

vi5e$a(lavi5e$yasambandhe vyabhicaratal}. "- Citsukha (16 ),p.199. 

7. "anyatarasya prthagasrayasrayitvabhave 

bhavatyevayuta-siddhiriti bhavah". -Pratyagrupa, Ibid. 

8. "ihapratyayasca."-Ibid. 

9. "atha bhavayoridrsal} sambandnah samavayal} tathapiha pate 

nlpasamavayo nJpasamavaya ~.- anpata iti vi5e$a(lavi5e$yabhave 

lak$a(lasyativyaptil). uktalak?ar;asya tatrapi sarhbhavat. "-Ibid. 

10. "atha gu(lagu(linol) kriyakarakayoravayavavaya

vinorjatijatimatorvise?atadvatosca ya(1 sambandha 

uktanJpal} samavaya iti 

cenna. tesamevanyonyavi5e$anavi5e$yabhavetivyaptel}." -Ibid. 
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11. "bhavatu tarhyarvacfnamatanusarena nityal} sambandhal} 

samavaya iti lak$a(1amiti cenna."-lbid., p. 200. 

12. "tathaca nityapraptil} samavaya iti lak$a(1nam stJcitam." 

-Udayana (71), Vol. I, p. 249. 

13. "pratiyoginoranityatvena sambandhanityatvapadanasya sa-mavayepi 

samanatvacca'~- Citsukha (16). p. 200. 

14. Ibid. 

15. "kim punal} samavayasiddhau ,,.,anam, pratyak$ama-numanam va?"

Vallabha (73), p. 704 .. 

16. "nanumanamapi. liilgabhavat' Cltsukha, p. 202. 

17. "vi5e$a(lavi5e$yabhavadharadheyabhavasambandhadina 

siddhasadhanatvat. "-Ibid. 

18. "vi5e$a(1avi5e$yadereva mtJ/asumbandhapural}saratvam sisa

dhayi$itamiti na siddhasadhanc1miti cet. "-Ibid., pp. 202-3. 

19. "ihabhtJtale ghatabhava ityusm,nneva vi5e$a(lavi5e$yabhavapratyay

ehnaikantyat. "-Ibid.,p.203. 

20. "sabdohmbaragu(lal} srotragrat;yah, k$a(1ikal}, ....... sa 

dvividho var(lalak$a(lo dhvamJaksa(lasca, 

tatra akaradirvarnalak$a(1al}."- t)rasastapada (57), pp. 692-93. 

21. "akasatmakasrotraguna vamab samavayena sambandhena 

grhyanta iti tanna. "- Vyasatirtt1a (78), p. 444. 

22. "var(lanarh nityavibhtJdravyatv§t. "- Ibid. 

23. "samavaye manabhavacca."- [bid. 

24. "samavaye pratyak$arh na pra.na(lam."- Ibid. 



25. "yadva samavayo hi vise~a(latvena va .. .... " RaghavendratTrtha (78), 

p. 445. 

26. "vise~yatvena va ...... "- Ib1d. 

27. "ayarh samavaya iti samavayarvanJpasvarDpena va ....... "- Ibid. 

28. "sarhsargavidhaya va bhaseta , -Ibid. 

29. "imau sarhyuktavityadivadimuu samavetaviti... ..... anan-ubhavat." -

Vyasatirtha (78), p. 444. 

30. "anayo/J samavaya iti va."- IL1d. 

31. "samavayam janamityananuvyavasayacca."- Ibid. 

32. "rupi ghata ityadescabhavavaobhutalamityadivadupapatt-e/j'. - Ibid. 

33. "upadanopadeyabhedavade as,-ayasiddhe/j'. - Ibid., p. 445-46. 

Vyasatlrtha assumes the bask and essential identity between the 

cloth and its threads. He (hinks that their difference is only 

pragmatic, and so apparent. 

34. "badhakacatu?tayarh du~pariharam."-Ibid., p. 474. 

35. "kalasya svagatena samkhyaparima(ladina tvayapi 

svarupasambandha/J svikrta l{i kim tatra samavayena". - Ibid., p. 

471. 

36. "yadi ca kalasya tena saha samavayasya sattvanna 

svarupasambandha/J tarhi kal;,sya ghatena saha sarhyogasya sattvat 

svarupasambandho na siddhet Samyat."- Ibid., pp. 471-72. 

37. "vise~a(latvam ca gu(ladergu(lyadavapi samamiti gu(ly-adavapi 

gu(lade/J svarupasambandhatvarh klrptameveti kka 

samavayasyavakasa/j'.- I bid. 



38. "api ca ghatarOpasamavaya 1ti samOhalambanajfianat rOpi ghata 

ityadibuddhervai/ak?a!Jyayavasyamangikarye(la rOpa-sya ghatena 

saha vi5e$a(latavi5e$afJaiva visi?tabu-ddhyupapattau kim 

samavayena".-Ibid., pp. 472-/'3 

39. "samavayasyapi svasambandhina saha sambandhangikare 

anavastha''.-Ibid., p. 473. 
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